Translations/Traductions
a g n è s w h i t f i e l d a n d g i l l i a n l a n e -m e r c i e r Two celebrations set the tone for our 2004 reflection on whither literary translation in Canada. The year marked both the four hundredth anniversary of Samuel de Champlain's landing in Acadia and the thirty-fifth birthday of the federal Commission for Official Languages. The vastly different time-lines of these two events are a striking reminder of translation's inexplicably recent institutional foothold in Canadian cultural life. 'The history of linguistic duality in Canada,' writes Commissioner Dyane Adam in her special anniversary report, 'is full of twists and turns, needless repetitions, epic struggles, missed opportunities, strokes of luck, spectacular breakthroughs and tiny steps forward, but the end result is real progress in all sectors.' In this latter respect, perhaps the most positive bit of news for literary translation in Canada in 2004 was Heritage Canada's long-overdue decision to double the small budget of the Canada Council Translation Grant Program for the next two years. This is only a temporary measure, but very welcome; in recent years the program has turned away worthy projects for translation, owing to lack of funds. At its 2004 gala in Montreal, the League of Canadian Poets named Trois-Rivières poet and publisher Gaston Bellemare an honorary member, in recognition of his undaunted work to make Canadian poets of both languages known throughout the world. Director of les Écrits des Forges for over twenty-five years, and founder of the Festival international de la poésie de Trois-Rivières, Bellemare has consistently encouraged communication between anglophone and francophone poets. It was a historic moment, as Bellemare is the first Québécois to receive the honour. In a moving acceptance speech, he touched upon the very positive role that translation can play in intercultural communication: 'Je rêve que nous partagions par la traduction et les festivals, chaque année, nos poètes et nos poèmes dont les écritures sont si différentes mais dont les émotions sont si près l'une de l'autre et les poètes si près les uns des autres. Nous avons en commun de parler constamment avec les trois seuls mots importants de ce monde: la vie, l'amour et la mort.' 1 A few journals highlighted translation and intercultural questions in 2004. Livre d'ici organized a colloquium entitled 'Le livre à la croisée des langues,' at the Montreal Salon du livre in November. Organizer Yves Dion noted: 'Nous lisons beaucoup de littérature étrangère et, pourtant, nous connaissons très mal ce qui se fait du côté du Canada anglais. Nous ignorons même les écrivains anglophones qui vivent au Québec !' 2 This is a statement one would like to read in English about how little we know our francophone writers. In another issue, a sign of more exchanges within the francophone and anglophone publishing communities, Livre d'ici offered a review of Roy MacSkimming's book, The Perilous Trade: Publishing Canada's Authors. Readers will be interested in an article by Catherine Leclerc (« L'Acadie rayonne: lire France Daigle à travers la traduction ») in a special issue of Voix et images devoted to the Acadian writer. 3 The seventeenth issue of Francophonies d'Amérique offers a wide-ranging exploration of intercultural issues in Canadian and American francophone communities, in what editor Paul Dubé calls a 'voyage dans les méandres de cette francophonie à tous les plans plurielle.' Canadian Literature brought the two solitudes together in an issue devoted to the question of oral voices in 4 La recension des traductions vers l'anglais relève de Gillian Lane-Mercier; la recension des traductions vers le français, ainsi que l'introduction et la conclusion, d'Agnès Whitfield.
university of toronto quarterly, volume 75, number 1, winter 2006 literature: 'De quoi l'on cause/Talking Point.' The presentation, by coeditors Réjean Beaudoin and Laurie Ricou, weaves delightfully from one literature to the other: 'And while we are celebrating talk in literature, take a moment for the talkiest novel in all of Canadian writing: Antonine Maillet's Pélagie-la-charette. What a cartload of voices there. And, what an allowance is provided for confusion.'
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The number of English-language translations published in Canada increased considerably in 2004, with a total of thirty-six books received as opposed to twenty-five in 2003 and fourteen in 2002. The tendency to translate from languages other than French -in this case Italian, Spanish, and Yiddish -was also on the rise. Interestingly, this partially converges with a trend noted in 2003, namely the renewed interest in literary translation on the part of university presses and of the academic community they represent. This year, three of the seven translations published or co-published by academic presses were translated from Italian. In a similar vein, the fairly recent decision by a number of presses to make more non-fiction writing available in English showed no signs of abating in 2004. The decidedly eclectic nature of the essays translated, which include autobiographical texts, historical and biographical works, as well as Fred Reed's superb rendering of Truth or Death by the late political philosopher Thierry Hentsch, attests to a growing commitment to acquaint anglophone readers with the ideas, debates, and interests of Canada's francophone communities. In conjunction with the four hundredth anniversary of the explorer's arrival in Acadia, McGill-Queen's University Press and xyz Publishing each put out a book on Champlain. Breakwater Books (St John's) and xyz Publishing offered an English version of two historical novels on the development of the French settlements in Acadia from the early years to the deportation, Cristoforo and Phantom Ships. While commemorations are punctual in nature, one can hope that this particular celebration will produce more long-term effects in terms of greater curiosity for the cultural other's view of history and, consequently, increased translation activity.
Unfortunately, the opposite seems to be the case for the large Canadian presses. In a logical conclusion of their policy of steady disengagement over the past few years, they published no translations in 2004. As a result, the marked increase in literary translations this year is entirely due to the admirable efforts of middle and small presses, especially Cormorant (five titles), Talonbooks (four titles), Guernica (four titles), and xyz Publishing (three titles), and the new efforts by academic presses. Significantly, onethird of the translators are well-known novelists, poets, playwrights, or journalists themselves. This should give pause to those who, be they from Québec or the rest of Canada, continue to subscribe to the belief that there is little interaction between the country's cultural communities. However, while the translation community will clearly benefit from the presence of a growing number of academic translators, it is slightly worrisome that five of the fourteen fiction titles were translated by Sheila Fischman and three of the four drama titles by Linda Gaboriau. Even more worrisome is the presence of very few first-time translators (academics excepted). True, Fischman and Gaboriau are among Canada's most sought-after literary translators; nonetheless, one might question the implications of such a situation. Does this mean that the possibilities for other freelance translators, especially ones with little experience, are limited? Is it symptomatic of a reluctance on the part of the latter to engage in a financially precarious activity? Or does it reflect a dearth of newly qualified literary translators? n e w v o i c e s Given the overall context, it seems fitting to begin our review of the year 2004 with the two translations that do not quite fit into the trends just described: Nathalie Stephens's version of Catherine Mavrikakis Published by Coach House, Mavrikakis's novel is permeated by the works of postmodern French thinkers and of the late French novelist Hervé Guibert. It offers an impassioned reflection on grieving and death in which the act of writing plays a crucial role, namely that of virulently denouncing all attempts to aspire to certitude, truth, or knowledge of any sort. The narrator's innumerable dead -all of whom are called Hervé; most of whom died from aids -give her no respite and the mourning process has neither beginning nor end. Haunting her waking and sleeping hours, they relive (speak) through her thoughts, her memories, and her writing, thereby ensuring a shifting continuum between the living and the dead into which the narrator herself is swept. Through her grieving, together with the depressions, anger, suicidal tendencies, and personality disorders it induces, she acquires a sense of her own 'becoming-dead' and of the indeterminate, multifaceted nature of death itself. Although it contains numerous inaccuracies and does not always match the rhythmic, lyrical flow of the original, Stephens's literal translation is very much in tune with Mavrikakis's affect-laden, at times violent prose, as well as with the epistemological slippages it provokes.
O'Neil's memoir, published by Livres dc Books, is an accusatory account of how the socioeconomic realities of twentieth-century Québec conditioned mother-child relationships in general and the author's relationship with her mother in particular. Beginning with her mother's death in 1988, O'Neil draws mainly on factual events to reconstruct, in reverse chronological order, her mother's life, where emotional deprivation, lack of instruction, financial instability, and victimization played a debilitating role. By contrasting her mother's powerlessness with her own political activism, O'Neil reflects on the social changes that have enabled her to believe in the possibility of modifying the course of women's destiny. In a series of emotionally charged passages that sporadically disrupt her otherwise rather dispassionate narrative, O'Neil forgives her mother for her submissiveness and recognizes the extent to which the latter's unconditional love was fundamental to her own sense of self-worth. O'Connor's translation has deftly captured the strong tension between fact and emotion; however, her tendency towards clarification leads to a less fluid, more rigid text. The English version has also lost the syntactical diversity which softens the otherwise hard-nosed factual sequences. Finally, one could quibble with the questionable (editorial?) strategy to italicize words left in French, notably those that give the memoir its raison d'être: maman and québécois. This creates a distancing effect with respect to what must be construed as the two fundamental components of the narrator's identity; it also introduces a vaguely condescending hiatus between 'their' society and 'ours.'
Four other francophone authors were also introduced to an Englishspeaking audiences for the first time, although their translators may already be familiar names. Playwrights Canada Press published a topnotch translation of Crime Against Humanity by Québec playwright Geneviève Billette, the original of which was nominated for the 2000 Governor-General's Award for Drama. Montréal-based translator-playwright Bobby Theodore has done a remarkable job replicating the rapid, 'time compressed' dialogues of this cruel tragicomedy, where the basic principles of capitalism and democracy -production, expansion, promotion, efficiency, consensus, the common good -are simultaneously upheld by the Industrialist and his 'classic worker,' perverted by the former's libidinous wife and perverse daughter, and subverted by the rebellious -yet powermongering -landowner Kalr (an obvious, unpronounceable allusion to Marx!). Conventional power relations spin out of control and discourses of rebellion produce unexpectedly reactionary effects. Theodore masterfully recreates the original's biting satire, black humour, and exaggerated theatricality. However, one of the more unbridled scenes, in which xxxxxxxxx repressed desire is given free rein, has been toned down and reorganized, presumably with the author's permission.
Presented by Breakwater Books, Cristoforo: Strange Tales of a Singular Traveller is Québec writer Willie Thomas's first novel. Readers should sift through the title's multiple semantic layers before entering this brilliant, tumultuous, irreverent saga that maliciously tampers with the founding myths of two continents, three civilizations, and a myriad of massacres perpetrated in the name of the 'just cause' under Louis xiii. Related from the point of view of Anastase de Saint-Just, an illegitimate 'truncated mute' who thrives on self-interest, Cristoforo perpetually hovers, its historical underpinnings notwithstanding, on the edge of narrative and ideological chaos. This is due to a plethora of 'explanatory' digressions that introduce, at a rollicking pace, ever-expanding numbers of characters and place names, be they authentic, legendary, or imaginary. It is also due to the novel's more serious goal of establishing proximity between the divine and the profane, the pagan and the Christian, the conqueror and the conquered so as to wreak havoc with all forms of moral, spiritual, and historical authoritarianism. While Darcy Dunton's highly readable translation could, on many accounts, be qualified as excellent, it takes some regrettable liberties with respect to the original. The latter's numerous footnotes, designed to reinforce the novel's historical basis, have either been eliminated or relegated to a short glossary of geographical terms. This places heavier demands on the anglophone reader's competency, undermines the author's predilection for fact, and alters the way in which some of the subplots unfurl. Dunton has also made minor additions, unnecessary clarifications, and substantial cuts, some of which lead to historical inaccuracy. Her occasional recourse to a seventeenth-century-flavoured idiom, absent from the original, creates an unevenness of register less indicative of foreignness than of stylistic inconsistency.
Whereas Dunton's translation downplays the historical dimension of Cristoforo, Susan Ouriou's rendering of Claude Le Bouthillier's novel Phantom Ships (xyz Publishing), does just the opposite. Author of eight novels and two collections of poetry, Le Bouthillier is well known in his native New Brunswick, where the original, published in 1989, was awarded the Champlain Prize and the France-Acadie Prize. This, however, is the first time he has been translated into English. Inspired by Longfellow's famous poem Evangeline, Phantom Ships is to be read as a tribute not only to the history of the Acadian people but to Le Bouthillier's own forbears as well. It is a slow-moving novel imbued with an epic quality that shows how the devastating events of the period 1740-63 might have been experienced by one Acadian family. Placed within a larger framework, it seeks to give currency to recent research on the deportation of the Acadians by narrating acts of courage and resistance rather than resorting to xxxxxxxxxxxxx conventional images of despondency and passivity. It also attempts to avoid stereotypical representations of the relations between the Acadians and the Mi'kmaqs by focusing on the cultural and spiritual bonds they forged through intermarriage, a common love for the land and the sea, and a deep distrust of New France's political and religious authorities. Unfortunately, Le Bouthillier's constant attention to historical detail gives the story a pedantic overlay that gradually becomes overbearing, especially in the dialogues, something the English version does nothing to alleviate. Adhering too closely to the author's penchant for lengthy enumerations, explanatory markers, and subordinate clauses, Ouriou adds stylistic awkwardness to didactic heaviness, thereby accentuating the historical dimension of the original. The translation comes across as stilted, wordy, verging on the tedious.
Like Le Bouthillier, novelist and short story writer Lynn Diamond enjoys a solid reputation in her home province of Québec but is little known in English Canada. Hopefully, this will be corrected by Jo-Anne Elder's excellent rendering of her 1999 novel, The Past at Our Feet, published by Guernica. This is a mildly experimental book composed of a series of short, loosely connected fragments that purposely raise no questions, offer no explanations, provide no answers, despite the murder they revolve around and the weighty issues -substance abuse, child prostitution, pornography, racism, war, neglect, depression, madness -they fleetingly allude to. It is narrated from the point of view of three women who seize upon the murder as a pretext for erratically juxtaposing painful, hate-filled images from the past, impressions from the present, and aspirations for the future. Indeed, the novel's negative spaces are far more loquacious -and disturbing -than the understated, enigmatic, jumbled discourses they prevent from cohering. Attentive to the unspoken density of the original and the invisible undercurrents that pull the reader beneath the fragments' disjointed surfaces, Elder's extremely competent and highly imaginative translation subtly reproduces the changes in register, style, and obsessions that signal changes in narrative voice, without resorting to a servile literal approach.
e d i t o r i a l t r e n d s
Despite such decisions to throw caution to the winds by giving precedence to unknown literary quantities, the trend among the majority of commercial presses, Guernica and xyz notwithstanding, is cautiously to propose only one translation title. There seems to have been a widespread reluctance to invest too heavily in literary translation, and to reduce the risks by publishing authors who are already known in English Canada, with mixed results.
The back cover of the one translation published by Ekstasis Editions, Midnight Tides of Amsterdam, Québec poet-novelist Yolande Villemaire's eighth book, is doubly deceptive. Portrayed as 'an engaging stream-ofconsciousness chronicle of a dream-like sojourn in a foreign city,' the work is also dubbed a 'brilliant poetic novel.' The first qualification falls short of the mark: the story is narrated in the third person. As for the second, it is inaccurate with respect to Leonard Sugden's translation. Midnight Tides of Amsterdam is the tale of a Québécois artist's struggle to come to terms with her fear of commitment to the father of her unborn child. Choosing to live her pregnancy alone in Amsterdam, she walks the streets, visits museums, sketches 'urban Amazons,' meets new people, and is eventually reunited with her lover. Loaded with commonplace references to Dutch urban scenes, coastal landscapes, and cultural history, the original exudes a vaguely poetic, dreamlike atmosphere thanks, on the one hand, to the colours, lighting effects, and links to water (canals, rain, sea) these references all share, and, on the other hand, to the rhythm of Villemaire's prose, which echoes the pounding of waves on the beach. This poetic intensity is precisely what Sugden's English version misses. Not only does he ignore the original's sound, word, and sentence patterns, but he downplays the importance of the semantic field of water, especially in the two short passages in which Villemaire does revert to stream-of-consciousness narration.
Such translation pitfalls are avoided by Barbara Godard's version of Intimate Journal (Mercury Press) by avant-garde novelist-poet Nicole Brossard, initially published in 1983. Readers who have never been exposed to Brossard's postmodern aesthetics will welcome Godard's critical introduction, as will those curious to gain an insight into the formidable translation problems they raise. Brossard's formal experiments lead to an intensive use of language whereby complex phonemic networks and an 'erotics of semantics' destabilize fixed meanings and dominant modes of thought. Moreover, her writing is self-consciously steeped in a transformative process for which the act of translation -or the porousness this act fosters between languages, cultures, subjects, objects, and genders -is the most appropriate trope. The decentring of the writing subject, the shifting spatiotemporal frames through which she moves, and her inability to locate 'intimacy' transform Intimate Journal into an anti-journal that calls into question conventional literary genres, just as the explicit staging of the '(im)possibility of translation in the face of its transformative powers' calls into question the legitimacy of Godard's own translation choices. Largely based on compensation, these include graphic alterations, neologisms, and phonemic supplementation, as well as the ingenious exploration of the English language's potential for dispersion and otherness, which can lead, on occasion, to a greater disruption of meaning than in the original and to xxxxxxxx a more pronounced tendency towards lexemic diversity, as evidenced by the various renderings of 'différé,' one of the book's key words.
Special praise should be given to House of Anansi Press for publishing Robert Majzels's ground-breaking translation of Life's Little Difficulties, the latest novel by Acadian writer France Daigle. Awarded the 2000 Governor-General's Translation Prize for Just Fine, Majzels is no newcomer to Daigle's work. Contrary to the moderate nature of his previous translation strategies, however, he has opted this time for a more iconoclastic approach that opens vertiginous new avenues for the translation of bi-and multilingual books. Set in present-day Moncton, Daigle's novel presents a sequence of interlocking miniature tableaus in which the most trivial of preoccupations, such as whether or not to put allspice in a dish, can suddenly reveal universal truths, and mundane, 'natural' activities, such as the French one speaks, can unexpectedly become problematic. The author's use of chiac, a mixture of acadianisms, French, and English, poses, like the use of joual in Québec novels, an almost insurmountable problem for the translator, one which Majzels has nevertheless chosen to confront head on by resorting to outdated words, omitting subject pronouns, and altering the rhythmic flow of the dialogues through the presence of unusual tags. More radically, he maintains a large number of the original French and Acadian terms and does not hesitate to substitute his own French words for the original's. This is an audacious rendering based on an innovative mixture of literal, foreignizing, and domesticating strategies that gleefully deconstruct the neat binaries underlying many contemporary theories of translation.
Recipient of the Governor-General's Poetry Award and the International Poetry Award in 2003 for Lignes aériennes, translated more pragmatically as Mirabel (Véhicule Press), Pierre Nepveu is one of Québec's foremost essayists, critics, and poets. This collection evokes the disastrous human, ecological, and financial consequences of the construction -and subsequent dismantlement -of Montréal's Mirabel airport. Based on historical texts, environmental studies, and Nepveu's own memories of the region, each poem develops one of the countless thematic strands that compose the tragic story: natural beauty, crops, livestock, destruction, dispossession, relocation, bureaucratic stupidity, travellers, farewells, suitcases, fuselages, refugees, runways, take-offs, accidents, vapour trails, birds, cleaning women, emptiness. The English translation, for which poet-translator Judith Cowan won the 2004 Governor-General's Award, is a masterpiece in its own right. Her sensitive transposition of Nepveu's exquisite imagery and delicate semantic arrangements unfailingly reproduces the powerful accents of despair, anger, and compassion that give the poems their emotional force, moral urgency, and universal scope.
Following on the heels of its 2003 collection of translated poems by Argentine-Canadian poet Nela Rio, Broken Jaw Press presented another bilingual Spanish-English volume of her works last year, which contains twenty-nine poems and six short stories written since 1980. Perhaps more representative of the formal and thematic range of Rio's writing than the previous one, predominantly political in scope, this latest edition, entitled The Space of Light/El espacio de la luz, is also more uneven. While the stories and the poems share many thematic concerns, namely female solidarity, the loss of a loved one, political repression, violence, and the desire for freedom and self-realization, the stories do not distil -at least in the English version -the same lyrical intensity. Nor do they possess the same chiselled formal qualities. This is no doubt partially attributable to Elizabeth Gamble Miller's decision to allow the convoluted syntax of the original stories to permeate her translation in the form of rambling, confused sentences that weaken the powerful images they support. Fortunately, this does not occur in the poetry sections.
Guernica, which, along with xyz, Cormorant, Talonbooks, and McGill-Queen's University Press, pulled more than its fair share of weight as intercultural agent in 2004, offered three selected collections of poetry. Selected Poems by the legendary nineteenth-century Québec romantic poet Émile Nelligan was originally published in 1960 by Ryerson Press and reedited by Guernica in 1995. The fact that Guernica has opted for a third, bilingual edition attests as much to Nelligan's central position in the Québec literary canon as to the almost timeless quality of the late P.F. Widdows's translation. Many Anglo-Canadian readers may already have heard of the 'Rimbaldian' dimension of Nelligan's life and work, succinctly outlined by Widdows in his preface. One of the first French-Canadian poets to be influenced by the French symbolists, Nelligan deals mainly with the theme of lost childhood. According to Widdows, the thirty-two poems he retained for the volume (out of a total of one hundred and eighty-six) best illustrate the originality of Nelligan's poetic voice. Despite the inevitable adaptations necessitated by his desire to respect both the rhyme scheme and the internal cadences of each piece, Widdows's lovely renderings are painstakingly attuned to the musicality of Nelligan's style, as well as to the emotional anguish underlying the thematic oppositions.
Similar remarks could be made about Daniel Sloate's admirable translations of No End to the World by Hélène Dorion and Life in the Singular: Selected Poems 1993-1999 by Claude Beausoleil. Dorion's poetry is at once intense and delicate, concrete and ethereal, in keeping with the elusive nature of her themes -the void, silence, absence ('Where is beauty / untouched by absence?'), untraceable beginnings and endless endings ('All ends / and turns as it ends') -which express an irrepressible desire to hover on the most precarious of edges or to 'overflow' the most abstract of borders, including those of the void itself. Especially attentive to Dorion's graceful rhythmic patterns, Sloate has superbly recreated the extraordinary contrast between the simplicity of her vocabulary and the ineffable dimension of the unfettered universe to which she aspires; one which no prior knowledge of self or of the world, other than the knowledge produced by poetry, can apprehend. Sloate has also masterfully captured Claude Beausoleil's unstructured poetic universe, where daily existence is kept at the greatest distance possible to protect the poet's uncompromising solitude (exile), so essential for the creative act to acquire the singularity that constitutes its essence. Previously published between 1993 and 1999, the poems evoke a nocturnal, wind-swept, mental world in flight from reality -although irrevocably obliged to name this reality in order to flee it -inhabited by dreams, explosions of unspoken words, intuitions of unknown meanings, and poems on the verge of haphazard emergence; a universe where only the most arbitrary or impossible of connections can be envisioned through the act of writing. The singularity of this vibrant inner world, together with that of the fragmented images that sweep through it, is inseparable from the poet's own singularity, which he contemplates at will, 'adrift' in an alternating movement of rupture ('I withdrew one by one / the lights of my identity') and (self) recreation ('The poet is an expert / in impossible losses').
Two non-fiction titles can be added to xyz Publishing's list for 2004: René Lévesque: Charismatic Leader by Marguerite Paulin, and Samuel de Champlain: Father of New France by Francine Legaré, both translated by Jonathan Kaplansky and included in xyz's Quest Library series of Canadian biographies. Here is a good example of the extent to which the quality of a translation is inevitably linked to the quality of the original. In this case, the original texts appeared in xyz Éditeur's 'Grandes Figures' series; however, authors Paulin and Legaré responded very differently to the series' mandate to provide lively, readable, relatively succinct biographies for a non-specialized readership. Legaré has produced an informative, well-researched, coherently structured, elegantly written text that deals in a creative fashion with the many unresolved mysteries of Champlain's life and can be enjoyed by historically curious adolescents and adults alike. Paulin has succumbed to 'sensationalist' stylistic and rhetorical tactics -an over-abundance of exclamations, rhetorical questions, unidentified quotes, colloquialisms, incomplete sentences, trivial cultural references, anecdotes, an inappropriate use of free indirect discourse -designed more for the reader in need of constant amusement than for the non-specialist looking for a serious, cogent account of Lévesque's life and political engagement. Such tactics detract from Paulin's otherwise laudable efforts to reveal the complexity of Lévesque's strengths and weaknesses, along with the doubts and contradictions that rendered many of his political positions far less polarized than has been maintained, especially in English Canada. As might be expected, this qualitative imbalance spills over into Kaplansky's translations. Whereas his version of Paulin's book contains similar stylistic irritants, minus the colloquialisms, which are less frequent, his version of Legaré's text is just as poised, just as elegant as the original. Not only is Kaplansky open to the richness of her prose, but he has skilfully reproduced the fluctuations in register which give it a wonderfully understated, archaic resonance.
Of the five translations published by Cormorant Books in 2004, four were translated by Sheila Fischman, two of which were written by poetnovelist Élise Turcotte: The Sound of Living Things and The Alien House. The former, a re-edition of Fischman's original 1993 translation, could have been motivated in part by the fact that Turcotte won the 2003 Governor-General's Literary Award for La maison étrangère, her third novel, as well as by Fischman's 2003 translation of her second novel, The Body's Place. All three of these works explore the themes of loss, solitude, the suffering associated with social and natural catastrophes, and the difficulty in relating to the outside world. This latter theme is omnipresent in The Sound of Living Things, a sensitive first-person account of a single mother's endeavour to isolate images of the present moment, especially those of her three-year-old daughter, in order to project them simultaneously onto the past and the future. By so doing, she invests both past and future with the various forms of loss, pain, transformation, renewal, and happiness experienced in the present, creating a complex network of connections and disconnections which ultimately enable her to move beyond the painful past and the paralysing present towards a future full of hope. In a similar vein, The Alien House relates the narrator's struggle with the self-destructive forces that overwhelm her when, with her consent, her lover ends their sixyear relationship. Framed by medieval treatises on the relationship between the body and the soul, and constantly oscillating between dream and reality, alienation and belonging, existence and disappearance, betrayal and redemption, the novel offers a poetic meditation on the ways in which the senses and the intellect are (illusory) vehicles for knowledge of love, sexuality, the fragility of existence, and the secret of living. The alien house is as much the narrator's own body as that of her lover and of the inexplicable world surrounding her, with its endless potential for loss, violence, war. Fischman's trademark literal translations respect the novels' stylistic diversity, together with the strangeness of their disjointed imagery. Readers are invited to make their own associations between words, worlds, and feelings. The Sound of Living Things accurately captures the intense, unconditional nature of maternal love, while The Alien House beautifully reproduces the evanescent aspect of Turcotte's prose, which stems from an almost obsessive attentiveness to semantic nuance and rhythmic flow. In turn, this attentiveness creates, in both the original and the translation, a fascinating stylistic 'fullness' that provides an unusual counterbalance to the just as obsessive thematics of silence and solitude.
The Whole Night Through by Christiane Frenette and The Extraordinary Garden by the prolific novelist and children's author François Gravel are Cormorant's remaining Fischman translations. Strangely akin, from a thematic standpoint, to The Alien House, The Whole Night Through is the story of Jeanne's ineffectual revolt against abandonment and solitude. Searching for acceptance, she takes on the role of 'momentary heroine' for three people who suffer from deep emotional trauma and who she believes 'are happy simply because she is there, solicitous, holding their heads in her hands,' but whom, ultimately, she is unable to save from their private hell. As she sits, alone, on the verandah of her isolated house to watch, the whole night through, the final agony of a moose wounded, perhaps, by a stray bullet, she conjures up images of the stray bullets that, one after another, shattered her belief in her usefulness by turning proximity into distance, truth into lies, and heroism into self-delusion. As with Turcotte's prose, Fischman is perfectly at ease with Frenette's short, staccato sentences that ring like gunshots, as well as with her deceptively plain syntax, in stark contrast to the anguished images it conveys and the unspoken emotions these images connote.
Anglophone readers familiar with Gravel's most acclaimed novels, Ostende and Fillion and Brothers, may be disappointed with his more recent book. Despite the promise held out in the title of the English version (the French original is titled, more appropriately but also more obscurely, Je ne comprends pas tout), The Extraordinary Garden is a rather ordinary story of adultery between the husband and wife of two rather ordinary families who live in one of the more ordinary suburbs of Montréal and who share the same ordinary middle-class aspirations. It is, moreover, a story whose (ordinary?) outcome is announced in the first paragraph. This ordinariness is very forcibly projected onto the narratee, who, frequently called upon by the narrator-husband, finds himself simultaneously associated with the latter's predictable efforts to avoid the unavoidable (adultery) and the family values (loyalty, honesty, selflessness, compromise) these efforts imply. Fischman has done a good job rendering the strong phatic component of the original, along with Gravel's wry sense of humour and obvious delight in storytelling. The English dialogues, however, are rather lacklustre and the literal translation of idiomatic expressions does not always produce the best results.
With the English version of Chava Rosenfarb's highly praised collection, Survivors: Seven Short Stories, translated from Yiddish by Goldie Morgentaler, Cormorant introduced a bit of variety into its 2004 translation repertoire. A winner of numerous international prizes, Rosenfarb is considered one of the most prominent writers in Yiddish today. While there are many unifying threads that weave through these seven short stories, by far the most compelling ones are the 'desperate passion for life' the characters share, their unfaltering belief in the importance of human dignity, and the devastating tricks memory can play. Herself a survivor, Rosenfarb paints bold portraits of very different types of survivors -not just Jews who experienced the Holocaust or Jews who were born in America, but the Incas, the Masai, and the wild animals of the plains of Serengeti in East Africa as well. She also points to the many forms survival takes when one has chosen to reattach oneself to life, including the more painful ones. What is at stake when one is a survivor? To whom is one accountable? What is the price one has to pay? What does it mean to live with 'the fear of death and the fear of life'? How is one to (re)define oneself as a Jew? A hymn to life, Survivors shows the extraordinary courage it takes to believe that 'Paul Célan, Primo Levi, Adolf Rudnicki, and Jerzy Kosinski should not have done what they did.'
Just behind Cormorant with four translations, Talonbooks added two Michel Tremblay titles to its catalogue. Published in French in 1995, the novel Some Night My Prince Will Come traces a fine line between fiction and autobiography, truth and concealment, sublimation and sexual liberation. Having decided the time has come to lose his virginity, the eighteen-yearold homosexual narrator allows himself to be drawn into a burlesque, allnight adventure that begins at the opera, gains momentum in downtown Montréal bars of 'ill-repute,' culminates in a tourist room, and ends the next morning in his parents' apartment, where, confronted by his mother in a memorable scene, the narrator is obliged to pit his desire for truth against the inevitability of concealment. Regrettably, Fischman does justice neither to the original's theatrical prose nor to its irresistible humour. Instead of capturing the narrator's melodramatic exuberance, her translation produces a dulling effect that renders the translated text awkward and unimaginative, especially in the dialogue passages, where the greater part of the text's underlying tensions play themselves out.
In comparison, veteran theatre translator Linda Gaboriau's version of Past Perfect, Tremblay's most recent play, does just the contrary. Past Perfect is a masterpiece of dramatic intensity. Drawing on the age-old dichotomy between the way one perceives oneself and the way one is perceived by others, this intensity derives not so much from new forms of (self-) understanding that the characters have acquired as from the progressive widening of the gap between the heroine's self-delusion and her entourage's ineffectual plea for compromise. The more the gap widens, the faster the destructive forces she unleashes when she refuses to relinquish her obsessive conviction that every one else is wrong reach the point of no return. Not only does Gaboriau convey Tremblay's infectious humour, she unerringly situates the locus of this dramatic intensity, together with the contradictory nature of the emotions -love and hate, contempt and compassion, acceptance and rejection -in which it is grounded, in the everexpanding space between two antithetical, non-dialectical, non-negotiable views of self.
Linda Gaboriau also translated Talonbooks' third title, Written on Water by Québec playwright Michel Marc Bouchard. This is a witty satire of one of the more tragic effects of globalization: the disregard for collective memory and for those who, like senior citizens, embody it or, like writers, wish to preserve it. It also touches, albeit more obliquely, on a consequence of the Quiet Revolution, to wit: the situation of the aging population, no longer taken care of by family members. Faced with the necessity of rebuilding their lives after a flood destroyed their village and, more significantly, damaged the thousands of pages of manuscript chronicling their day-to-day lives since the exodus of their children, five elderly villagers and the one youth who didn't leave argue about whether or not the past should be ignored, restored, endlessly repeated, rewritten, reinvented, or simply erased. How is one to envision new beginnings when one no longer has access to one's past and is nearing the end of one's life? On whose terms? For whom? Though the English version omits some passages and adds a few new ones, Gaboriau has done a superlative job in reproducing the profound disarray underlying the characters' caustic humour and their violent reactions to differing points of view.
Talonbooks' fourth translation title won the 2003 Governor-General's Award for Non-Fiction. A monumental study of the stories that have shaped the narrative identity of Western civilization and its vision of the world, Truth or Death: The Quest for Immortality in the Western Narrative Tradition by Thierry Hentsch is, first and foremost, a celebration of the act of (re)reading designed to spark renewed interest in the narrative texts that constitute Western consciousness, along with the truths upon which it reposes. Hentsch proposes a series of close readings of those storiesincluding the Homeric epics, the Torah, the Gospels, The Divine Comedy, and Hamlet -which, even if we have never read them, have moulded our collective imagination, in order to (re)discover not what we already know, but what we no longer wish to know: the type of relationship they articulate between life, death, and truth. 'The troubling novelty,' writes Hentsch, 'is that they may well reveal as foreign what had heretofore seemed familiar.' And where, he asks, are the familiar and the foreign so intricately entwined as in death -a truth our modernity has chosen to occlude? It is precisely this expulsion of death from Western consciousness that Hentsch wishes to question. Taking its cue from the original, Fred A. Reed's magnificent translation offers a sophisticated, intellectually engaged, eminently readable retelling of Hentsch's retelling of the West's founding narratives. Indeed, his translation strategies tell a fascinating story in themselves. Informed by the necessity of adapting Hentsch's dense, abstract prose to the English tradition of philosophical discourse, the style of Truth or Death, so different from the original's, embodies the sheer pleasure of the act of translation and of the act of (re)reading it entails, thereby echoing, on its own terms, Hentsch's hope that readers will return to the original texts themselves. Reed was awarded the 2005 Governor-General's Award for translation. a c a d e m i c p r e s s e s a n d t r a n s l a t i o n Turning now to the academic presses and translators, a near-balance between fiction (three titles, two of which are translations from Italian) and non-fiction (four titles, one of which is also a translation from Italian) may be noted. What sets scholarly publications of translated fiction apart from those published by commercial presses (with the exception of Godard's translation of Brossard) is the presence of a consistently high-quality critical introduction by the translator. One of the many highlights of Chris Bongie's impressive introduction to his retranslation of Victor Hugo's 1825 novel Bug-Jargal, published by the independent academic press Broadview Editions, is its self-conscious use of the word 'translation.' Adopting a post/colonial perspective -the oblique is his -Bongie, who is a professor of English at Queen's University, convincingly argues in favour of applying the metaphor of translation to what can only be deemed, by contemporary standards, an ethically suspect account by the young Hugo of the 1791 slave revolt in the then French colony of Saint Domingue. Constellated with foreign words, the original represents, in conformity with Hugo's early political convictions, an ultra-conservative translation into language of a momentous event in the history of European colonialism; an event that Hugo purports to 'know,' but that modern-day postcolonial theory has taught us to 'unknow,' that is, to (re)translate along radically opposing ideological and ethical lines. Bongie's retranslation (the initial one is over a hundred years old) of Hugo's 'politically incorrect' novel explicitly positions itself against the more intransigent forms of contemporary thought; in this sense, it is voluntarily polemical and designed to serve an ideological goal. By forgetting that language can only betray history, as Hugo's novel demonstrates, these authoritarian discourses of knowledge impose 'self-righteous translations of colonial history into postcolonial language' that Bongie's retranslation attempts to relativize.
Vera Golini's translation of a collection of short stories by internationally acclaimed Italian author Dacia Maraini, entitled My Husband (Wilfrid Laurier University Press), is accompanied by an excellent critical introduction, a near-exhaustive bibliography, and an overview of the author's life. Maraini began her career as a writer and political activist with the Italian feminist movement in the early 1960s. Originally published in 1968, Mio marito reflects 'concerns involving identity, family, memory, violence, and enclosure' as they pertained to middle-class, urban women in postwar Italy, according to Golini, a professor of Italian studies. Maraini's loosely woven, deceptively non-engaged, often absurd stories, most of which are recounted from the perspective of a naïve, disempowered, yet openly dissatisfied first-person female narrator caught in the throes of the hypocrisy of a patriarchal society with which she is largely complicit, offer a biting critique of the social, economic, and sexual practices informing her condition. While a few stories broach the then taboo themes of homosexuality and female sexual freedom, most point to the blatant inequalities between the sexes, the dysfunctional relationships these inequalities foster, and the need for social reform, such as divorce laws and more humane working conditions.
The quality of the paratexts accompanying A Selection of Modern Italian Poetry in Translation, edited and translated by Roberta Payne, is also worth highlighting. One of three translated books published or co-published in 2004 by McGill-Queen's University Press, the collection contains ninetytwo poems by thirty-five Italian poets, including D'Annunzio, Marinetti, Ungaretti, Montale, and Pasolini, whose work, written between 1861 (the year of Italian Unification) and 1965, contributed to the rise of Italian modernism. In her introduction, Payne provides a brief overview of the aesthetic concerns of the principal poets she features, as well as of the literary movements they initiated or belonged to. Despite their obvious divergences, Payne identifies a theme that runs through virtually all the poems, namely a sense of the fragility of existence and the imperative to survive. She also offers helpful insights into the selection criteria she used, the translation challenges she faced, and the strategies she opted for, particularly in the case of the poems she retranslated. It is difficult for the reader not to be caught up in Payne's enthusiasm for her task and her commitment to presenting non-specialized anglophone readers with a panoramic view of the aesthetic, spiritual, intellectual, and emotional complexity of modern Italian poetry.
Of the four non-fiction translations presented by university presses in 2004, only one can be reviewed here. Published by the University of Calgary Press, Scholarly Journals in the New Digital World by Gérard Boismenu, a professor of political science at the University of Montréal, and Guylaine Beaudry is an assessment of the conceptual, economic, technical, and organizational processes transforming the communication of research results in the social sciences and humanities. One of the authors' main objectives is to dispel some of the myths surrounding digital versions of scholarly journals, such as the notion they are virtually cost-free or the conviction that print journals will rapidly become obsolete. More specifically, they explain the impact information technology has already had on the way research results are written and disseminated. They also describe the strategies and technical tools that will at once sustain e-publishing and produce significant change. Of particular interest here are the challenges facing publishers, whose mission and responsibility are profoundly affected by the 'digital shock waves,' and the role the public sector should play. While Maureen Ranson's translation is not exempt from heaviness, owing to its overly faithful reproduction of the original's academic style, it scrupulously reproduces those passages destined for a francophone readership. This has the advantage of respecting the authors' distinctly Québécois perspective.
Unfortunately, the two remaining scholarly translations from McGill-Queen's, both co-published by Septentrion, arrived too late for review: the voluminous Champlain: The Birth of French America edited by Raymonde Litalien and Denis Vaugeois, translated by Käte Rothe, and the equally voluminous The Franco-Americans of New-England: Dreams and Realities by Yves Roby, translated by Mary Ricard. Suffice it to mention the outstanding material quality of the book on Champlain, which contains a large number of coloured plates, including all the known maps by Champlain, the rare scope of its contents, its multidisciplinary approach, and the international prestige of many of the contributing authors. Sponsored by Programme Canada-France 1604-2004, this is a true collector's item. Finally, also received too late was the University of Toronto Press's one translation for 2004: Arrigo Petacco's A Tragedy Revealed: The Story of Italians from Istria, Dalmatia, and Venezia Giulia, 1943-1956 , translated from Italian by Konrad Eisenbichler.
é p o u s a i l l e s t r a d u c t i o n n e l l e s
Traduire nous amène dans toutes les vies parallèles, chaque traduction est un voyage, un stage d'apprentissage. De nouveaux univers, une nouvelle musique s'offrent à vous, de nouvelles fiancailles s'inaugurent le temps d'un amour, d'en embrasement, où en traduisant nous sommes l'autre, un peu comme un Rimbaud ou un Gérard de Nerval. Épouser la Hongrie de Linda Leith, traduit par Aline Apostolska, la directrice de la collection « ici/ailleurs » chez Leméac, est un bon exemple de ces épousailles traductionnelles, de ces rapprochements identitaires. Elle-même originaire d'Europe de l'est, Apostolska connaît intimement le « récit intime et authentique » de l'oeuvre à traduire et le feu l'habite elle aussi. N'est-ce pas là l'idéal pour traduire, étreindre ce qu'on aime, se transmuer sans perdre pourtant son identité, au contraire ? Linda Leith écrit un anglais d'origine belfastienne, puis canadien imprégné culturellement de hongrois par son mariage. Et Apostolka joue le jeu, le dédoublement se fait. Son propre passé lui permet de suivre à la trace ce texte écrit « entre amour et introspection », d'arborer un visage qui jamais ne se brouille ni se démultiplie avec excès. Le texte reste alerte et vif, les dialogues sont justes. Citons ce beau passage sur la langue justement: « Andy s'est mis à parler dans une langue que je n'avais jamais entendue auparavant. Je me souviens m'être dit que ce devait être le hongrois. Je restai interdite devant la sonorité de la langue, sans voix devant la facilité avec laquelle il la parlait, riait, répondait et posait des questions, exactement comme si tout ce qu'il disait était compréhensible. xxxxxxxx Comme si le cliquètement de staccato de cette langue étrangère était parfaitement normal ».
Dans Champion et Ooneemeetoo, roman incandescent de Tomson Highway traduit par le pur transfuge Robert Dickson, les épousailles de voix sont parfaites aussi. La légende a une résonance quasi mythique. C'est un roman terrible et courageux sur les abus subis par les enfants autochtones dans les écoles résidentielles, comme en témoigne le bref passage suivant: « Petit à petit, le père Lafleur se pencha de plus en plus près, jusqu'à ce que le crucifix vienne se poser sur le visage de Gabriel. Le mouvement de pulsation subtile du torse du prêtre faisait en sorte que le Jésus-Christ nu -ce mince trait de lumière argentée, ce Fils de Dieu à la chair d'une beauté si poignante -se frottait sans arrêt sur les lèvres de l'enfant ». Nous sommes loin d'un texte anonyme, d'un simple reportage. Dickson joue le double jeu du traducteur avec adresse et, surtout, avec une belle sensibilité qui sait toujours trouver le ton juste, comme s'il avait écrit lui-même le roman avant de le traduire, le traduisant comme celui d'un alter ego, « roman dans lequel j'ai vécu intimement, qui m'a souvent ébranlé, et dont les moments de grâce m'ont profondément ému », dixit Dickson.
Claire Dé, qui a déjà remporté le prix qspell en 2000 pour sa traduction de City of Forgetting de Robert Majzels, a encore relevé le défi dans Le cahier d'Hellman, traduction qui lui a mérité une nomination pour le prix du Gouverneur général. Saluons le courage de l'éditeur Planète rebelle d'avoir publié ce livre exigeant, multiple, débordant, sur un personnage enfermé dans un établissement psychiatrique qui cherche désespérément à recoudre les fragments de son identité. Grâce à ses propres talents d'écrivaine, Dé a su rendre le souffle originel et toute la pulsion première de ce texte échevelé. Dans l'irrégularité foisonnante de l'écriture majzélienne, elle a réussi à capter toutes les variantes possibles du verbe: « Nos regards étaient verrouillés l'un à l'autre, comme ils l'avaient été toute la nuit. J'ai senti mes pieds décoller du plancher et mon corps a commencé à sortir par la fenêtre. Tu as claqué la langue, comme si tu venais de laisser tomber une allumette ou de te piquer le doigt en taillant du hasch. Au bout du compte, tu as pris une longue inspiration et tu as lâché prise au ralenti ». Pas de bouribou en vue ici, pas d'animal indéfini, Dé chasse, mais elle sait ce qu'elle veut, elle est bien armée, elle suit à la trace le texte qui n'échappe en aucun cas. Écoutons cette musique: « Je crois devoir la décrire comme une blonde, bien que sa chevelure ne le fût pas vraiment: c'était davantage une sorte de jaune brunâtre sale. Elle avait les yeux bleus hormis une tache d'un vert gris dans l'iris droit. La plupart du temps, elle portait une salopette, bleue elle aussi, et des mocassins sans chaussettes, tant et si bien qu'elle arborait d'ordinaire un sparadrap à l'un ou l'autre talon. Elle se rongeait les ongles au sang, et ne s'était jamais donné la peine de se maquiller ». Grâce à la vaste étendue de son vocabulaire et à son art d'écrire, Dé reste attentive à la voix majzélienne, labyrinthique, kaléidoscopique. Elle a le génie de rendre cette marginalité, ces déchirures, ainsi que tout le flot verbal tumultueux, erratique de l'écrivain montréalais. Elle sait exprimer sa déroute même. Elle arrive à révéler les tensions et les difficultés du texte sans nuire aucunement au sens premier, au contraire, c'est un pur plaisir de lecture.
Yvan Steenhout, directeur de la collection « Miroirs » à la Pleine lune, a remporté le prix bien mérité du Gouverneur général en traduction pour Les Indes accidentelles de Robert Finley. Sensible aux formes nouvelles, ce traducteur a prouvé déjà qu'il est capable d'échapper à la sclérose ambiante et de plonger dans les ressources profondes d'un texte pour en faire émerger du vivant. Le texte de ce 'manieur de mots' qu'est Robert Finley, convient parfaitement à l'art steenhoutien et le texte nous procure un vrai plaisir de lecture: « Le matin est calme, la baie selon toute apparence déserte: ni ville ni village, pas même une clairière ou un sentier. Il y a peutêtre, c'est vrai, mêlé à l'odeur de la forêt qui se réchauffe dans le soleil matinal, l'âcre relent d'un feu éteint et, à tout le moins, la possibilité de filets de pêche qui pendent, ombres parmi les ombres, et sèchent plus loin sur le rivage ». Quelle musique ! Le rythme est parfait, c'est un chant qu'aucune rupture abrupte ne vient briser, tout coule de source. Le maniement du point-virgule aux mains de cet expert n'a aucun effet de cassure, au contraire, il reconduit la proposition en douceur, permet une pause bénéfique, un temps d'arrêt dans une longue énumération: « Enfermés sous le mutisme de leurs cales, des perroquets, déments et beaux dans leur captivité, ne cessent d'égrener leurs litanies d'insultes contre le noir; d'étranges masques en or fixent de leurs yeux vides, dans des coffres, la nuit foisonnante d'ombres emblématiques qui, jetées pêle-mêle les unes contre les autres par les tangages et les roulis des bâtiments, ont perdu toute dignité; d'autres coffres sont remplis d'arcs, de flèches à pointe de bois et d'autres armées d'éclats de tortue ou de dents de poisson, de sagaies, d'idoles tutélaires en pierre, d'outils pour râper le manioc, de pressoirs, de bols en bois, de boules de mastic, de pelotes de fil de coton, de calebasses, de coquillages; et, plus profond dans la cale, des plantes mal identifiées poursuivent leur croissance». Quelle cadence ! Quelles merveilleuses assonances ! Steenhout est un véritable musicien des mots. Dans La fille du Kamikaze de Kerri Sakamoto, roman paru aux Allusifs, Saint-Martin et Gagné s'attardent un peu plus au motif fleuri du texte. L'efficacité prime, mais la part d'ombre et le mystère, l'érotisme ne souffrent pas. Discrètement, ce couple traducteur nous emmène dans le dédale des phrases qui tombent comme des couteaux, qui claquent d'un coup sec dans l'air comme des épées de samouraïs. Le lecteur est captivé, pris dans le rets d'un enchaînement au rythme sûr et implacable. Les phrases sont souvent courtes et luisent comme des lames dans le noir: « À son réveil, le train entrait en gare. Il y faisait noir comme dans une grotte. Il faisait noir aussi dans la rue, où les lampadaires découpaient des halos de lumière fuligineuses ». Voilà un beau français. La phrase s'ouvre, s'entrouve sur des espaces, et la poésie a lieu. Mais parfois, le domaine de l'extase est quelque peu refroidi par une recherche trop peu approfondie. On aurait aimé pour ce voyage en train une expression moins clinique, moins dictionnaire visuel que celle-ci: « mais il l'avait obligée à l'asseoir dans le sens contraire à la marche ». Il est vrai qu'un train se met en marche, mais enfin il roule, ce n'est pas une essoreuse ou un lave-vaisselle.
Dans Les femmes du fleuve, roman d'Aimée Laberge paru chez Québec/Amérique, aucune mention des traducteurs Saint-Martin et Gagné sur les couvertures, comme si cela allait ralentir la vente. L'éditeur voulait-il jouer sur le fait que l'auteure a un nom francophone pour laisser croire qu'il s'agissait d'un roman original ? À l'intérieur du livre, cependant, le couple traducteur y va d'un petit avertissement anodin en apparence, mais lourd de conséquences: « L'auteure et les traducteurs ont convenu, dans l'intérêt de de roman, d'apporter quelques discrètes modifications à la version originale anglaise ». Il est question de suppressions de brefs passages, d'ajouts et de reformulations... Sans doute est-ce pour le mieux, mais jusqu'où va la traduction ? Le petit défaut souligné dans La fille du Kamikaze semble prendre de l'ampleur ici dans la correction du texte original. Partant d'une bonne intention de justesse et de rigueur, le nouveau roman semble être écrasé par des formules tout droit sorties du dictionnaire, plaquées, et le livre ne révèle plus son vrai moi. Il oscille incertain entre un flou sentimental et une froide définition sans émotion. On croirait parfois lire un manuel: « on trouve sur sa table de chevet La Flore laurentienne, ouvrage décrivant et classifiant tout ce qui pousse au Canada. Au moins, c'est un prêtre, le distingué frère Marie-Victorin, qui en est l'auteur ». Les dialogues ne sonnent pas justes: « J'ai des cals à cause de toutes les années que j'ai passées à prier notre Seigneur. J'ai arpenté assez de couloirs, respecté assez d'horaires et mangé assez de bouillies pour cent ans. Maintenant je veux vivre à ma manière ». Il aurait peut-être mieux valu ne pas tenter l'expérience de rehausser ce texte qui rappelle beaucoup, par son intrigue sous forme d'enquête sur le passé familial, une certaine mode, déjà bien exploitée, chez les auteurs de bestsellers américains.
l ' e f f e t m e r c a n t i l e Par son ambiance urbaine américaine vague et ses personnages marginaux aux sobriquets stéréotypés (Magpie, Jessie, PK, Spanky, le pusher Benny), Les originaux, premier roman de L.E.Vollick, s'inspire aussi d'un genre romanesque assez rodé: celui des romans sur la contre-culture. Parue chez Triptyque, la traduction par Pierre DesRuisseaux n'est pourtant pas dénuée de richesse. Le poète traducteur, véritable alchimiste du mot, sait garder la chair sur les mots et manier l'humour... ce n'est pas rien. Le texte est truffé de passages équilibrés, savamment tissés, sans qu'il n'y paraisse: « Son visage est très tendu entre les pommettes et un peu de mauve lui traverse le nez ». Voilà un portrait qui fait image, une touche sûre. Ceci pour la sonorité: « Je commence à considérer la vie comme une expérience scientifique au cours de laquelle on essaie de transformer du plomb en or, mais où tout se change en merde ». DesRuisseaux rend l'or pour l'or, et qui sait s'il n'ajoute pas encore quelques carats à l'original.
En revanche, si Laurette Therrien épouse le style de Elizabeth Abbott dans Une histoire de maîtresses, aucune alchimie ne fait son lit ici. Nous avons plutôt affaire à une traduction rapide, aveugle, faite de raccourcis et de sous-entendus, de circonvolutions qui n'éclairent pas toujours le lecteur/lectrice. La traduction manque étrangement de vigueur et le ton n'est pas du tout exotique, comme le titre aurait pu nous le faire croire. Au contraire, on a l'impression que le texte passe à travers un labyrinthe syntaxique compliqué, que l'auteur parle à travers un oreiller, et l'effet de la traduction de ce livre publié chez Fides en est un de pédale douce, d'étouffoir même. Il est vrai que le texte anglais, qui aurait profité d'une bonne révision, est plein d'énumérations jusqu'à l'essoufflement de détails historiques et de situations adultères. Toutefois, en français, cela devient franchement fastidieux, et même parfois incompréhensible. On a affaire à un ton servile et essoufflé, à des phrases de dernière minute, entortillées et insaisissables. Ceci: « Mais le pire et le plus embarrassant se produisait lorsqu'une femme contrainte répondait à son ravisseur et à son désir sexuel par un élan de désir pour lui ». Vous vous y retrouvez dans ces désirs ? Tout le reste est de la même eau. Et ceci encore: « En faisant tout cela par amour de l'amour, parce qu'elle croit qu'il donnera un sens à sa vie qui n'en a pas, Anna [Karénine] devient un symbole des Européennes privilégiées du xix e siècle, dont on sous-estimait l'intelligence et dont on faisait taire l'élan créateur, de sorte qu'il ne leur restait plus que l'ennui et la trivialité de la vie d'un mariage arrangé, au sein duquel elles demeuraient des créatures subordonnées et vulnérables ». Ouf ! Voilà du Marcel Proust pour la longueur, mais pour la musique (et le sens), il faudra repasser. Le contraste est grand entre ces voluptés fébriles de maîtresses hantées par leur désir et cette traduction aplatie et compliquée. Où est passée l'urgence de la passion dans ce français périphrastique ? Carol Shields a une belle écriture, et la décision de Triptyque de publier Miracles en série un recueil de ses nouvelles est tout à fait louable. C'est dommage que la traduction par Benoît Léger ne lui rende pas justice. Nous avons droit à une préface un peu longuette et tarabiscotée. Par ailleurs, la ponctuation de Léger, en particulier un excès de points-virgules, participe du même esprit un peu trop appuyé. On se demande souvent pourquoi il y a un point-virgule là où une virgule aurait fait l'affaire, ou alors carrément un point. Le problème se présente parfois de façon aiguë. Dans ce paragraphe, il y a deux points-virgules sur deux lignes de texte et l'effet de rupture est abrupt, déroutant: « les fenêtres de la cuisine sont à quelques mètres d'un petit immeuble en brique où l'on répare des carrosseries de voitures étrangères; les marches de l'escalier sont irrégulières; le plancher de la chambre à coucher penche et la peinture s'écaille sur les murs de la salle de bains ». Que penser de ces points-virgules, sont-ils une faiblesse du traducteur qui ne retrouve plus le rythme, qui perd son souffle et n'arrive plus à reprendre pied ? Ces points-virgules me semblent montrer du doigt la difficulté de traduire Carol Shields en français. Léger, qui a voulu faire somptueux, n'arrive pas vraiment à reproduire le rythme shieldien. On dirait un rhumatisme empesé qui n'a plus rien à voir avec le ton vif, enlevé et sans aucune prétention de Shields. La traduction est souvent maladroite. Il n'est pas rare de rencontrer des phrases alambiquées comme celle-ci: « Il y a aussi eu Barbara à la peau magique, merveilleusement souple au début mais dont la peau s'est mise plus tard à partir en lambeaux ». Et ceci encore: « C'était ce qu'il avait représenté pour elle qui la tourmentait, et ses attentes envers elle ». Hum ! là on ne reconnaît plus notre Shields.
Après Le pas de l'ourse magnifiquement traduit par Lori Saint-Martin et Paul Gagné, Douglas Glover nous revient en traduction chez Boréal avec Seize sortes de désir, cette fois traduit par Micheline Lanctôt. On y découvre encore le souffle emporté, obsédé de l'auteur, ce regard gloverdien qui perce l'ambiguïté et se glissse morbide dans les confidences des personnages. Lanctôt relève le défi et n'éveille pas le soupçon d'une traduction hors d'aplomb, elle emboîte le pas et se fait l'écho efficace de ces nouvelles. Trop efficacement ? L'écriture gloverdienne n'est pas facile à débusquer, à détrousser, surtout qu'on a affaire à du sous-Glover, un peu trafiqué et qui donne l'illusion d'une intensité romanesque, mais qui en vérité se dérobe constamment. La traductrice n'a pas eu d'autre choix que de jouer le jeu et de donner une voix à ces épaves. Mais le lecteur reste dans les ténèbres devant la trop grande enfilade de faits, et l'humour n'est pas au rendezvous. Le texte s'est vidé de son sens, cela ne mène nulle part, la légende n'a pas lieu, les histoires déraillent. La traductrice a beau ramer de toutes ses forces, elle y perd tout son latin et avance à l'aveuglette, en bâillant aux corneilles.
Dans Open de Lisa Moore chez Boréal, Dominique Fortier bat tous les records pour les cassures, les ruptures de rythme et l'étouffement de la musique, l'aplatissement de tout humour: « L'Aube; une femme en sari sur une route poussiéreuse avec une cruche d'eau sur la tête et le soleil qui se lève derrière elle ». Dans cette phrase sans verbe, qui fait suite à ce pointvirgule paradoxal et inconvenant, la cruche d'eau semble tout à coup se retrouver sur la tête du soleil. Tout le recueil est de la même eau, tout est écrit avec cette incompréhension et dans cette nouvelle ponctuation stupéfiante, en éclats, météorique. Le texte de Lisa Moore est d'une admirable et incontestable séduction, mais la traduction en étouffe toute la finesse et l'humour, jamais la connaissance réelle du texte n'est atteinte et on reste impuissant à comprendre la subtile ironie moorienne: « Il n'a pas le droit de. Toujours, il. Elle n'a jamais ». C'est d'avant-garde, audacieux ? Oui bien sûr l'intention de cette traduction mot pour mot est de rendre par ces effets ponctuels l'écriture narquoise de Moore et d'affirmer sa vérité. Malheureusement, sonnant faux, cela ne réussit qu'à agacer. La traduction se voudrait virtuose, mais ce faisant la mélodie disparaît, victime d'un acharnement cérébral et d'un manque de symbiose, de sympathie. Dommage parce qu'on démarre parfois bien, mais on finit sur les chapeaux de roue. Voyez cette phrase: « Battant l'air de ses bras, elle avait amorcé un plongeon de ballerine dans l'herbe, où elle avait disparu ». Le dernier morceau de phrase tombe comme une brique au fond de l'eau. Il y a souvent ces bouts de phrases avec lesquelles Fortier ne sait pas quoi faire, qu'elle laisse à la traîne: « Puis ils avaient enfilé des lunettes de plongée aux verres jaunes et avaient observé deux petites truites qui nageaient en rond juste sous le refouloir, l'échine duveteuse de la chute ». Quelle chute ? Et ceci: « Je peux voir son poing sur la chemise du garçon, qui tord le tissu ». Qui tord quoi ? On ne saurait dire. Et ceci encore : « Il presse l'éponge sur les seins, l'argile mouillée luit comme du chocolat sur lequel on a passé la langue, une goutte suspendue au mamelon, la vase quand il trempe l'éponge, l'eau qui arrose l'argile avec un petit bruit ». Est-ce lisible ? d e q u e l q u e s e s s a i s Dans le domaine des essais, comme dans le cas de certains romans, on peut bien s'interroger sur le choix des éditeurs. On y trouve un peu de tout, allant de livres d'un certain intérêt interculturel aux textes plutôt commerciaux. S'attaquant à un personnage canadien-anglais percutant, mais en même temps assez commercialisable, le Marshall McLuhan. Un visionnaire de Judith Fitzgerald, paru chez xyz éditeur, relève sans doute des deux catégories. L'écrivaine-traductrice Hélène Rioux démontre qu'elle peut garder, et cela même dans l'alimentaire et l'utilitaire, un beau tempo: « Attends une minute, le presse son ami le peintre abstrait René Céra, ce vert est parfait, absolument parfait. C'est le roi des verts, la cheville ouvrière des couleurs pour l'oeuvre que je prévois créer sur ce mur. Juste ici... Attends ! Je la vois ! Je l'appellerai Le joueur de flûte d'Hameln. Elle couvrira tout le mur, depuis cet horrible plancher vert jusqu'au plafond criblé de petits trous. Imaginela ! Une grande fresque, un tourbillon chaotique, taches, éclaboussures et panache, un vortex tournant et grimaçant dépouillé de ses valeurs, le ménestrel, la musique, l'antidote incarné de la télévision ! » Tout est harmonieux, mesuré, et l'allure est vive, pianissimo, fortissimo. On se plaît à s'informer sur ce personnage canadien haut en couleurs qui a marqué notre façon de voir l'effet des médias sur la culture.
Deux essais portent sur des sujets politiques. De toute évidence, Boréal mise sur l'effet mercantile en publiant La batailleuse de Sheila Copps, traduit par Bruno Delisle (avec une préface de Jean Chrétien toujours aussi diaphane et tautologique). La perspective choisie se prête bien aux confidences coppsiennes et aux babillage anodin peu stimulant, d'un niveau intellectuel assez ordinaire, pour ne pas dire du niveau du commérage. Si le résultat reste honnête, parfois sympathique, la traduction ne rehausse en rien ce niveau, s'embourbant même parfois: « Quelle belle occasion de mettre en pratique les principes de la dualité et de la diversité canadienne ! C'est du moins ce que je pensais. Je ne savais pas que les différences historiques entre les-dits "deux peuples fondateurs" étaient non seulement entretenues sur la Colline, mais aussi qu'elles pouvaient être attisées par ces gens dont, pourtant, le but officiel est de donner corps à ce pays. Comme lors de la triste saga qui entoura les débats autour de l'Accord du lac Meech. » Ces mêmes contradictions auxquelles fait allusion Copps se retrouventelles dans Et si nous dansions ? Pour une politique du bien commun au Canada de Charles Blattberg, où s'agit-il plutôt d'un problème de traduction culturelle ? L'essai paru aux Presses de l'Université de Montréal offre en apparence une nouvelle façon d'envisager le dialogue inter-linguistique et inter-culturel au Canada, en le reconceptualisant sous la forme d'une conversation. Cependant, une conversation se déroule-t-elle de la même façon en français qu'en anglais, voilà la question. La traductrice Isabelle Chagnon emploie une langue souple, assonancée, équilibrée qui conjugue avec doigté savoir et plaisir de lecture: « Commençons par ceux qui aspirent à un fédéralisme renouvelé, en nous penchant sur l'accord du lac Meech. Tout a commencé avec la présentation, par Robert Bourassa, alors premier ministre du Québec, des fameuses cinq conditions minimales. Peu importe qu'elles aient été trop ou pas assez modestes, ce qui nous intéresse ici, c'est ce qu'elles étaient: des exigences ». Seulement, en français, le mot « conversation » ne parvient pas toujours à s'imposer dans tous les contextes où Blattberg (et Chagnon) l'emploie, comme dans la phrase suivante, où on s'attendrait à voir plutôt le mot « dialogue »: « Loin de constituer une contribution à une conversation visant la transformation du pays ». Serait-il un cas de « faux amis », les connotations du mot anglais étant plutôt associées au mot dialogue en français ? Une conversation peutelle être performante en français, si elle ne débouche pas sur un vrai « dialo-gue » ? On retrouve les mêmes ambiguïtés, autant conceptuels que linguistiques, dans le titre. Sous son apparence joyeuse et invitante, la tournure anglaise « Shall we dance ? » de Blattberg n'échappe pas tout à fait à l'aspect paternaliste de la formule viellotte que l'on associe à l'époque où seuls les messieurs invitaient à danser. Évidemment, en français, il n'était pas question de laisser l'autre mener le bal (ni ces conversations qui ne seraient peut-être pas de vrais dialogues). Alors, faute de pouvoir avancer, nous suggère le titre français, faisons autre chose (« Et si nous dansions ? »), même si, au fond, il n'y a pas de quoi danser.... D'autres essais, d'autres débats. Le croirez-vous, Matthew Fraser, rédacteur en chef du journal le plus rétrograde du Canada et qui flirte avec tous les ismes fascisants dans ses pages, je parle du National Post de Toronto qui a appuyé moralement la guerre en Irak, pose en pourfendeur de la puissance américaine dans Les armes de distraction massive ou l'impérialisme culturel américain. Avez-vous remarqué le gros calembour ? On se demande quelle mouche a piqué les éditions Hurtubise hmh (Jacques Allard, le président de l'Académie des lettres du Québec n'en est-il pas le prestigieux directeur littéraire ?) pour qu'elles aient accepté de traduire ce fatras de chiffres admiratifs sur la culture américaine. Marie-Cécile Brasseur n'a pas eu le loisir de faire beaucoup de poésie dans cette série Si les traductions du français vers l'espagnol prédominent, un effort a été fait pour inclure quelques traductions en espagnol de poèmes canadiens-anglais. Le troisième numéro, consacré aux lauréats, surtout, et aux finalistes du prix du Gouverneur général en poésie en 2003 est moins réussi. S'il faut féliciter la revue, et surtout sa directrice, Jo-Anne Elder, de continuer d'offrir un des rares espaces de pratique de la traduction poétique, il faut bien reconnaître que les résultats ne sont pas d'égale valeur. Lélia Young, Lorin Card et Edmond Rivère nous donnent des versions assez laborieuses de quelques poèmes de Tim Lilburn. En revanche, sous la plume de la traductrice Nésida Loyer, les quelques poèmes de Loop, recueil de Anne Simpson, sont de vrais petits bijoux.
b a c k t o b e n c h m a r k s
Just before the adoption of the Official Languages Act in 1969, Patricia Claxton and Philip Stratford each published a programmatic article decrying the absence of a tradition of literary translation in Canada. Stratford drew a sombre portrait of the lack of translation activity between the two solitudes, and called for a program of reciprocal translation. Criticizing the very amateurish level of translations at the time, Claxton advocated the creation of a national translation prize and university courses in literary translation to improve quality. 5 In the intervening years, the number of translations published each year has increased considerably, thanks to the Canada Council's Translation Grant Program created in 1972. The Governor-General's Literary Awards include a category for translations. Canadian universities now offer courses, but not a complete degree program, in literary translation. The Literary Translators' Association of Canada, founded in 1975, provides accreditation, copyright, and contract assistance.
Can we say that the case has been made for literary translation? Not all literary translations funded are submitted to the Governor-General's Literary Awards, but the following figures nonetheless offer a useful perspective on literary translation's place in Canadian letters. In 2004, 21 titles were submitted in the translation category from French to English, and 29 from English to French. This compares with 125 French-language submissions for fiction, 103 for non-fiction, 179 for children's literature, 74 for poetry, and 19 for drama. On the English side, there were 183 submissions for fiction, 202 for non-fiction, 138 for poetry, 183 for children's literature, and 28 for drama. In other words, translation accounts for just under 3 per cent of submissions in English, and just a little over 5 per cent of submissions in French. If the numbers for drama reflected plays produced, and not plays published, these percentages would be even smaller.
These are sobering figures indeed. Unfortunately, they are also indicative of the low level of support for translation generally within Canadian and Quebec literary and academic institutions. Only two small Canadian reviews, ellipse and Translit, are devoted exclusively to the publication of literary translation, and their survival is largely due to the commitment of a handful of volunteer editors. No Canadian or Quebec journal is devoted solely to the study of literary translation in Canada. Besides the University of Toronto Quarterly, only one other journal, Lettres québécoises, has a regular review column for translations. There is only one Research Chair in translation in Canada, the Chair in Culture and Translation at York University, but its focus is not the situation of literary translation and translation generally within Canada. The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (sshrc) funds individual research projects, but translation does not have its own code either as a discipline or as a research subject. This is also true of comparative literature, relegating both disciplines to a sort of no man's land in terms of research recognition, and the composition of evaluation committees. Nor does sshrc, or any other federal body, fund the translation of scholarly articles for dissemination in the other official language. One can ask for some money for translation within a specific research application, but there is no established sshrc translation funding program per se. This is also a shortcoming in the Canada Council Program, which provides grants for the translation of books, but not of briefer pieces for inclusion in literary or academic reviews. In short, there is no established institutional support for the exchange of knowledge through translation.
The broader picture of research into translation in Canada is equally fragmentary, piecemeal. While some work has been published on the history of certain Canadian professional translation associations, and articles exist on interpreting, cultural interpreting, and the practice of translation in specialized areas in Canada, there are no general studies of the role of translation in intercultural communication in Canada, and no indepth research on the diversity of practices and discourses on translation in Canada or on the specific institutional frameworks under which it operates. The provisions of numerous federal laws, besides the Official Languages Act, not to mention provincial legislation and municipal bylaws, touch on translation, but even a professional translator would be hard pressed to find a concise inventory of all the regulations affecting his or her work.
Pour donner une idée du type de lacunes, surprenantes au fond, que l'on peut trouver, citons La gouvernance linguistique: le Canada en perspective, ouvrage publié sous la direction de Jean-Pierre Wallot. Il est beaucoup question dans ce livre de minorités linguistiques, de questions identitaires, de relations entre communautés linguistiques. Edmund Aunger examine « les contrariétés du néo-libéralisme linguistique en Alberta ». D'autres articles abordent le cas des francophones dans l'ouest, en Ontario et dans les Maritimes. On offre une perspective démographique sur les politiques pour anglophones au Québec. Deux articles touchent au « chartisme » et aux droits des minorités; deux autres au rôle des médias dans la construction d'un espace public ou virtuel. Nonobstant beaucoup de références à la communication et aux relations entre les deux groupes linguistiques, on chercherait, pourtant, en vain dans tout l'ouvrage, la moindre allusion au rôle de la traduction dans la gouvernance linguistique. Plus symptomatique encore du black-out, aucun des trois articles synthétiques regroupés sous le sous-titre, « Enjeux et défis pour la prochaine décennie », et signés par des collaborateurs de marque, Simon Langlois, titulaire de la Chaire cefan à l'Université Laval, Gilles Paquet, directeur du Centre d'études en gouvernance de l'Université d'Ottawa et Michel Venne, chroniqueur au Devoir, ne fait état du rôle que joue la traduction, ou qu'elle pourrait jouer, dans la protection des langues et cultures minoritaires et la réduction des tensions entre groupes linguistiques. Pour des raisons qui mériteraient une analyse plus approfondie, on dirait que la traduction n'a pas encore réussi à s'imposer comme une pratique non seulement linguistique mais sociopolitique, et encore moins comme un champ de réflexion important et pertinent. Voilà donc un nouvel « enjeu », porteur d'avenir, dans ce dossier linguistique délicat.
Faire peau neuve, pour une nouvelle fois suivre un destin, voilà le beau travail du traducteur, il aime le langage, les dialectes mêmes, il avance humblement, il s'identifie, se transplante et la traduction le libère, dénoue ses noeuds. En bon voleur de feu il rend toute l'effusion ressentie comme une offrande aux nouveaux lecteurs et lectrices. Encore faudrait-il que la traduction soit financée et reconnue. Sur ce dernier plan, félicitons cette
